INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
process will go on until some limit set by other factors is
reached. Instead of speed, the quality selected may be
matching the background, or lying perfectly still, or going
for long periods without water, or hibernating, or anything
which has " survival value " in any animal. So the lion?
and antelopes may come in many thousands of years to be
very different from what they were. And so, indeed, all
animal species have come to exist. Such is a crude acfeount
of Darwin's famous theory.
This theory clearly assumes that children are, on the whole,
like their parents, and this is of course supported by common
experience. It is desirable, however, to have some more
exact way of stating this fact, for it is also common knowledge
that a child may be unlike either parent. A convenient way
of stating the facts quantitatively is the following. For
clearness, take a definite and easily measurable quality such
as height, and let us confine ourselves to males. If we obtain
the heights of, say, 1,000 English fathers selected at random,
each of them having an adult son whose height is also
measured, we have material for ascertaining what is called
the " correlation " between height of father and height of
son. If each son always and invariably grew to just the same
height as his father we should say that the correlation was
perfect; and in that case we could, of course, predict a
boy's ultimate height with certainty. The facts, however,
are not so : yet there is a tendency for the sons of tall fathers
to be tall, and of short fathers to be short. That tendency
we wish to measure by the coefficient of correlation* %/
Let the average height of Englishmen be 5 feet 7 inches,
and let us choose from our data the set of fathers who are
each and all four inches above the average, i.e. 5 feet 11 inches
tall. These fathers will have sons of varying height, some
taller than their fathers, others not so tall, some even
below the English average. But the average height of these
sons will lie between 6 feel 11 inches and 5 feet 7 inches. They
will not average as tall as their fathers, but they will average
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